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Abstract—In this work, a continuous-time unit commitment
formulation of a hydrothermal system with integration of offshore
wind power is used to model the North European system operation. The cost of covering the structural imbalances in the system
is quantified by a cost comparison to an analogous discretetime model. If the discrete-time unit commitment is implemented
for real-time operation, 55 MWh (0.22%) load shedding should
be introduced since the demand in periods with high net-load
ramping cannot be met. The simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed framework reduces system balancing cost and the
events of ramping scarcity in the real-time balancing.
Index Terms—Continuous-time optimization, Hydrothermal
scheduling, Offshore wind power, Unit commitment

I. I NTRODUCTION
A significant amount of offshore wind power is expected to
be integrated into the European power system in the coming
years [1]. The variable nature of wind power generation
challenges the security of the power system as the flexibility
of conventional generators are pushed to their limits. Cascaded
hydropower is an existing flexible energy storage technology
which can provide energy and flexibility on a system scale,
and the Nordic countries have considerable amounts of hydropower installed in their current power systems. Several
high voltage direct current (HVDC) cables between Norway
and continental Europe (Netherlands and Denmark) have been
constructed in recent years, and new interconnectors to Germany and Great Britain are under construction. The increased
transmission capacity makes it possible to use Norwegian
hydropower resources to help balance the wind power in the
North European power system. Hydrothermal coordination in
the presence of uncertain wind power generation has been
studied in the literature, which includes both models with long
time horizons [2]–[5] and short-term studies [6].
The discrete structure of the European day-ahead electricity
markets cannot prevent the occurrence of a mismatch between
the market cleared volumes and the actual production and
consumption. These structural imbalances must be balanced
in real-time by activating procured reserve capacity. As wind
power can vary quickly and unpredictably within the span
of a few minutes, the structural imbalances and need for
balancing can be worsened by a high wind power penetration.
Continuous-time optimization is a way of formulating the
standard unit commitment and economic dispatch problems
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with continuously varying time-dependent variables and input
data, originally formulated for a purely thermal system in [7].
The continuous-time framework has since been extended to
incorporate energy storage technology in [8], and multi-stage
stochastic unit commitment and reserve scheduling models are
developed in [9] and [10]. In previous work, we have derived
the formulation of the cascaded hydropower constraints in the
continuous-time framework [11]. This paper extends the model
presented in [11] to include wind power generation. The main
contributions of the paper are:
• Quantifying the cost of structural imbalances in a test
system resembling the Northern European power system
by comparing the costs obtained by a continuous-time
unit commitment model and an analogous discrete-time
model.
• Identifying specific periods where the discrete-time
model overestimates the flexibility of the system. This
is done by simulating operation with a continuous-time
model, setting the binary commitment decisions equal to
the discrete-time solution.
Section II defines the continuous-time model in detail, while
the case study and results are presented in Section III. A
concluding summary is found in Section IV.
II. M ODEL
The mathematical formulation of the continuous-time model
is based on [11]. In this paper, the model is extended to
include offshore wind power, hence constraints for wind power
production and wind curtailment are added to the model.
A. Continuous-time optimization framework
The continuous-time optimizations framework directly models sub-hourly variations by representing all time-varying data
and variables as polynomials of time, which allows ramping
and other inter-temporal constraints to be enforced continuously. Several spline models can be used to approximate
the continuous-time trajectory curve of a data set, where the
accuracy of the spline model is dependent on the order of the
basis. A convenient spline model is the Bernstein polynomials,
where the time dependent decision variables will be defined
by using the Bernstein polynomials of degree n, which form
a basis for any polynomials of degree equal or less than n
on the interval t ∈ [0, 1]. For a given time interval h ∈ T

with length δh , a time-varying decision variable x(t) can be
expressed as:


t − Th
T
x(t) = xh · Bn
, Th ≤ t ≤ Th+1 ,
(1)
δh
P
where Th =
i<h δi is the start time of interval h, xh
is a vector of n + 1 Bernstein polynomial coefficients and
Bn (t) is the vector of Bernstein polynomials of degree n.
This definition gives a piece-wise polynomial description of
time-dependent variables where the polynomial coefficients xh
become the decision variables in the optimization problem.
Choosing Bernstein polynomials of degree zero recovers the
usual discrete-time formulation of piece-wise constant variables.
In this paper, the Bernstein polynomials of degree three will
be used as a basis for each time interval h:


B3 (t) = (1 − t)3 , 3t(1 − t)2 , 3t2 (1 − t), t3 .
(2)
This degree of freedom allows the application of C 1 continuity constraints between time intervals without drastically
increasing the number of decision variables in the model. The
C 1 continuity constraints can be expressed with the use of
the Bernstein coefficients of the decision vector x, where the
coefficients can be labeled as xi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. With this
in mind, the continuity constraints can be expressed as:
x3h = x0h+1
x3h

− x2h = x1h+1 − x0h+1

∀h ∈ T \{N }

(3)

∀h ∈ T \{N }.

(4)

commitment status, startup and shutdown of thermal generator
i, respectively. Constraints (8) and (9) ensure that the thermal
generator can ramp up the production,gi (t), from zero to above
Gmin
, or ramp down production to zero, during time interval
i
h. This smooth ramping of the production is necessary when
the continuity constraints for the thermal production variable
will be applied in II-B4. Limitations on the derivative ġi (t)
are imposed in (10) and (11) such that the ramping of the
thermal production stays within specified limits Riu and Rid by
utilizing property (5). When there is a startup or a shutdown,
the ramping limit is increased to Gmax
. Constraints (12) and
i
(13) counts the number of startup and shutdown events.
Gmin
ui,h ≤ gi,h ≤ Gmax
ui,h
i
i

(8)
T

ui,h = [ui,h , ui,h , ui,h+1 , ui,h+1 ]
1 T
g · K ≤ (Riu + (Gmax
− Riu )SUi,h )1T
i
δh i,h
1 T
g · K ≥ −(Rid + (Gmax
− Rid )SDi,h )1T
i
δh i,h
SUi,h − SDi,h = ui,h+1 − ui,h

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

SUi,h + SDi,h ≤ 1

(13)

ui,h , SUi,h , SDi,h ∈ {0, 1}

(14)

2) Hydropower constraints: The constraints from (15) to
(30) are added to the optimization problem for the hydro area
and are defined for all hydropower plants m ∈ M over time
intervals h ∈ T .

The result of integrating and differentiating Bn (t) can be
represented by Bernstein polynomials of degree Bn+1 (t) and
Bn−1 (t), respectively. These relationships are described by the
linear matrices K and N for B3 (t) in eqs. (5) and (6). Another
useful relation is the definite integral of the polynomials over
the whole interval, shown in eq. (7).
Ḃ3 (t) = K · B2 (t)

(5)

B3 (t)dt = N · B4 (t)

(6)

Z
Z

1

B3 (t)dt =
0

1
·1
4

(7)

These properties, together with the convex hull property, are
some of the main reasons for using Bernstein polynomials in
the continuous-time optimization framework. The convex hull
property makes it possible to impose inequality constraints
on the decision variable x(t) by directly bounding the coefficient xh . For a more detailed introduction to continuous-time
optimization in power systems, the reader is referred to for
instance [7].
B. Mathematical formulation of continuous-time UC
1) Thermal constraints: The following constraints are defined for all thermal units i ∈ I over time intervals h ∈ T .
ui (t), SUi (t) and SDi (t) are binary variables describing the

Fig. 1. A rotated illustration of the waterways between reservoirs together
with regulated and unregulated natural inflow.

vm0 = Vm0

(15)

1
vm,h+1 − vm,h = δh 1T · qnet
m,h
4
T
net
0 ≤ vm,h 1 + δh N · qm,h ≤ Vm 1
X X
X
X
qin
qdj,n,h +
qbj,h +
qoj,h
m,h =
d n∈Nj
j∈Jm

b
j∈Jm

in
rel
o
qnet
m,h = Im,h + qm,h − qm,h − qm,h
X
qrel
qdm,n,h + qbm,h − Ium,h
m,h =

(16)
(17)
(18)

o
j∈Jm

(19)
(20)

n∈Nm

0 ≤ qbm,h ≤ Qbm · 1
0≤
0≤

qom,h
qrel
m,h

(21)
(22)
(23)

pm,h =

X

ηm,n qdm,n,h

(24)

n∈Nm

Qdm,n wm,n,h 1 ≤ qdm,n,h ≤ Qdm,n 1

(25)

qdm,n,h ≤ Qdm,n wm,n−1,h 1
min
max
Pm
zm,h 1 ≤ pm,h ≤ Pm
zm,h 1

(26)

SUm,h − SDm,h = zm,h+1 − zm,h

(28)

SUm,h − SDm,h ≤ 1

(29)

zm,h , SUm,h , SDm,h ∈ {0, 1}.

(30)

(27)

3) Wind Power and System constraints: Area and system
wide constraints in the model are the following:
0 ≤ sa,h ≤ Wa,h

(31)

ρca,h

(32)

= Wa,h − sa,h
X
α≥
W Vm,k vm,N +1 + Dk
−
X

m∈Ma

vmh is the instantaneous volume at the beginning of interval
h for reservoir m, and constraint (15) sets the initial volume
for each reservoir. Constraint (16) calculates the change in
volume between two time intervals by integrating the net
net
inflow, qm
(t), over the entire time interval by the use of (7).
Constraint (17) bounds the reservoir volume within the time
interval, found by using property (6), between zero and the
maximal reservoir volume Vm . Figure 1 shows that the waterways of the cascaded system is modelled by three separate
o
b
routes: the spill gate, qm
(t), the bypass gate, qm
(t), and the
d
(t). The
discharge through each turbine segment n ∈ Nm , qm,n
hydropower topology constraints, expressed in (18) to (23),
net
u
(t)
(t) and qm
implement this system description. Im (t), Im
represents regulated and unregulated natural inflow, and net
in
flow into the reservoir, respectively. qm
(t) is the sum of the
controlled flow into the reservoir from the upstream system,
rel
(t) is the total released flow out of the reservoir.
while qm
b
Qm denotes the maximal bypass flow. The constraints for
hydropower production and commitment is expressed in (24)
to (30), where pm (t) is the generated hydropower. The conversion from discharge through the turbine to generated power
is a non-linear function depending on the plant head and the
efficiency curves of the generator and the turbine. In (24),
this non-linear function is approximated as a piece-wise linear
curve, where each segment of the discharge variable has a
constant efficiency ηn . As discussed in [11], binary variables
wm,n (t) are necessary in the continuous-time formulation to
ensure that the discharge segments are uploaded in physically
correct order. Constraint (25) and (26) bound the flow through
each discharge segment within an upper and lower limit with
the use of the binary variable, and these two constraints are
defined for all discharge segments n ∈ Nm .
Constraint (27) to (30) expresses the hydropower unit
commitment constraints, where zm (t), SUm (t) and SDm (t)
are binary variables describing the commitment status, startup
and shutdown of a hydropower unit m, respectively. From
constraint (27), it can be seen that all the Bernstein coefficients
in the decision variable pm (t) for a given hour are related to
the commitment of the generator in that given hour. This forces
the hydropower unit commitment decision to be constant
during a time interval h, and will ensure that the production
min
never is between zero and Pm
. Unlike the smooth operation
enforced on the thermal generators, discontinuous jumps in
the hydropower production curve when there are startups and
shutdowns are therefore permitted.

(33)

m∈M
Flmax 1

≤ fl,h ≤ Flmax 1
(34)
X
X
s
gi,h + sa,h −
Gl,a fl,h = La,h − ρa,h .
pm,h +
i∈Ia

l∈L

(35)
Constraint (31) and (32) expresses the wind power generation sa (t) and the wind curtailment ρca (t), respectively,
where both constraints are defined over time intervals h ∈ T
and areas a ∈ A. Generated wind power is bound within
zero and the maximal available wind power curve W (t). The
future expected operating cost for the system, α, which is
directly added to the objective function in (37), is bounded by
constraint (33), which are a set of linear Benders cuts k ∈ K.
The cut coefficients W Vm,k and the cut constants Dk can be
calculated by long-term hydrothermal models such as the one
in [12], and the future expected system cost ultimately depends
on the end volume of water in each reservoir. The power flow
on the HVDC cables, fl (t), is bound by a maximal flow limit
Flmax in (34), defined for all lines l ∈ L over time intervals
h ∈ T . Constraint (35) shows the power balance, which needs
to be satisfied for each area a ∈ A over time intervals h ∈ T .
Ma and Ia are the sets of hydropower and thermal units
located in area a, and Gl,a is the adjacency matrix of the
HVDC grid. La (t) is the area load and ρsa (t) is the amount
of load shedding within each area.
4) Continuity constraints: One important aspect of the
continuous-time optimization framework is that the value of
the decision variable and its derivative can be continuous
over time interval shifts. The continuity constraints in (3) and
(4) are added to the optimization problem for the thermal
production decision variable gi,h , the offshore wind production
decision variable sa,h and for the power flow decision variable
fl,h for all times h ∈ T . This enforces C 1 continuity,
meaning that the curves have continuous values and derivatives
for all points in time. Less strict continuity constraints are
added for the variables connected to the hydropower units
m ∈ M over time intervals h ∈ T , which is discussed in
more detail in [11]. The C 0 continuity constraint in (3) is
applied to the flow through the bypass gate and spill gate,
qbm,h and qom,h . As there is need for discontinuous jumps
in the hydropower production during startups and shutdowns,
enforcing C 0 continuity on pm,h will not be possible. Instead,
constraint (3) is replaced with the inequality constraints in
(36), which makes the hydropower production C 0 continuous
over time interval changes except if a startup or shutdown
occurs:
max
max
−Pm
SUm,h ≤ p3m,h − p0m,h+1 ≤ Pm
SDm,h .

(36)

5) Objective function: The objective function for the proposed model, presented in (37), is to minimize the total cost of
the system. The total cost includes the future expected cost of
the hydro system, α, the cost of spilling and bypassing water,
and the operational, startup and shutdown costs for the thermal
generators. In addition, a negligible penalty for curtailment
of wind power and a high penalty for load shedding are
included in the last line. Both startup and shutdown costs for
the hydropower plants and the wind farms are assumed to be
negligible in this model.


1 X X
δh 1T · C b qbm,h + C o qom,h
4
m∈M h∈T

X X 1
+
δh Ci 1T · gi,h + Cistart SUi,h + Cistop SDi,h
4
i∈I h∈T


1X
+
δh 1T · C c ρch + C s ρsh
(37)
4

Z =α+

h∈T

III. C ASE STUDY
A case study of a stylized three-area system resembling
Northern Europe is presented in this section. The continuoustime model presented in Section II and an analogous discretetime model are both solved to compare how the different
components in the system reacts when variable offshore wind
power is integrated into the power system. Both models have
been implemented in Pyomo and solved with CPLEX 12.10.
A. System topology and input data
The stylized three-area system contains a hydro dominated
Norwegian area, a thermal dominated Central European area
and an offshore wind area in the North Sea, connected through
HVDC cables. The hydropower area is based on a real Norwegian cascaded system containing 12 reservoirs and plants
with a total hydropower production capacity of 535 MW. A
detailed description of the hydropower topology can be found
in [13]. The ratio between the capacity of the cascaded system
and the total installed capacity in Norway (32 257 MW at
the beginning of 2019 [14]), here referred to as the system
scaling rate, is used to scale the capacities for the rest of
the generation units and cables in the three-area system. The
installed capacity of the offshore wind area and the wind series
used in the case study is based on wind data from Denmark,
found in [15], and scaled to match the total offshore wind
capacity provided by Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands
in the North Sea. The wind farms in the offshore wind area are
clustered together as one big wind farm, with a total installed
capacity of 172 MW after it is scaled down with the system
scaling rate. The thermal area contains 104 thermal generators,
divided into five groups after the primary-fuel; fossil gas,
fossil hard coal, lignite, nuclear and fossil oil generators. The
ramping capabilities, installed capacity and marginal, startup,
and shutdown costs are based on operating thermal generators
in Germany and the Netherlands [16], [17]. The total capacity
of the thermal area is 921 MW after scaling. The three-area
system is connected through two HVDC cables, where the

Fig. 2. The continuous-time load profiles of thermal and hydro areas scaled
by the value of the peak load (left axis) together with the continuous-time
wind power series for the offshore wind area (right axis).

hydro and the thermal area are connected by a 63 MW cable
and the offshore wind area and the thermal area are connected
by a 172 MW cable. The capacity of the cable connecting
the thermal and the hydro area is based on the total installed
capacity of the interconnectors between Norway and mainland
Europe today [18], [19], including the 1400 MW Nordlink
cable, which will be installed during 2020 [20]. This results
in 63 MW of transmission capacity after it is scaled down with
the system scaling rate. The interconnector capacity between
the thermal area and the offshore wind area is assumed to
be equal to the installed capacity of the offshore wind area,
to ensure no limitations on the utilization of the possible
offshore wind power production. The time horizon is set to
24 hours, with hourly time intervals in the continuous-time
model. The discrete-time model has quarterly time intervals
but hourly commitment decisions. The case study is based on
data from 22/4-2019 where the reservoir volume in Norway
was at 31.6%, its lowest during 2019 [21]. Fig. 2 shows the
wind series for the offshore wind area and the load profiles
for the demand in the other areas. For the thermal area, it is
assumed that the peak load is 85% of the installed capacity,
which implies a peak load of 783 MW. The hydro area has a
peak load of 400 MW which is 75% of the installed capacity.
The load profiles are based on data from Nord Pool [22]
and ENTSO-E [23]. The offshore wind area has a peak wind
production of 163.54 MW, where the wind series is based
on data from [15]. The continuous time load and wind series
are calculated from the data by a least-squares error fit to the
Bernstein polynomials. For the piece-wise constant load and
wind series, the average quarterly values are used.
B. Continuous-time and discrete-time model comparison
Both the discrete-time model and the continuous-time model
are solved to optimality, meaning an absolute mip-gap of 0%
was reached. The discrete-time model was solved within 80
sec., while the continuous-time model used 2 378 sec. to reach
optimality on a single core 2.4 GHz machine. A breakdown
of the objective function costs is listed in Table I.

Fig. 3. Power flow on the HVDC cable from the hydro area to the thermal
area.

For the thermal area, the discrete-time model schedules 51
generators to be committed during the whole optimization
horizon. All fossil hard coal, lignite and nuclear generators
are operating to cover the base load, while three fossil gas
generators and zero oil-fired generators are committed. Six
additional gas-fired generators are committed to meet the netload variations in the continuous-time model. This result highlights that the continuous-time model sees the need to commit
extra flexible units to cover sub-hourly net-load variations and
peaks. This results in a 3.68% higher thermal cost and a 2.12%
higher scheduled thermal production than in the discrete-time
model. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the power flow from the
hydro area to the thermal area is higher for the discrete-time
model during periods when the total load of the system is high,
especially at the end of the scheduling period. This results in
a 3.15% higher scheduled hydropower production and 2.15%
higher hydropower related costs in the discrete-time model.
Also note the rapid flow change in hour 23 in the discretetime model caused by the drop in wind power production,
which is not seen in the continuous-time solution. It is clear
that such an abrupt change in flow is either infeasible or very
costly when thermal generation and line flow continuity is
enforced. The offshore wind power utilization is high entire
scheduling period for both models, though a small amount of
wind power is curtailed in the continuous-time model. Overall,
the total cost of the system will be higher for the continuoustime model, with a 3 774.6 e /day (0.53%) increase compared
to the discrete-time model.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS . ROW 3-5 REPRESENTS THE
COST OF LINE 1-3 IN (37), RESPECTIVELY.
Cost
Objective value [e ]
Hydro related costs [e ]
Thermal related costs [e ]
Curtailment and shedding costs [e ]

Discrete-time

Continuous-time

713 092.4
388 795.7
324 296.7
0.0

716 867.1
380 623.0
336 241.8
2.3

Fig. 4. Load shedding when the continuous-time model is solved with the
fixed commitment solution from the discrete-time model.

C. Continuous-time simulator for real-time operation
To investigate where the discrete-time model overestimates
the flexibility of the system, the continuous-time model is used
as a simulator for real-time operation. The unit commitment
decisions from the discrete-time model is used as input to
the continuous-time model to identify in which periods the
discrete-time model overestimates the system flexibility. From
Fig. 4, it can be seen that the discrete-time model fails to
commit enough units in periods when there are rapid changes
in load and wind power. In these periods, an imbalance
between the generated power and the actual load will occur,
which will manifest as load shedding in the presented model.
In total, 55 MWh load shedding will take place during the
entire scheduling period, where the largest amount occurs in
the hydropower area. This means that 0.22% of the total
load will not be covered by the committed generators. In
real system operations, the system operators need to activate
reserves in these periods to balance the power system.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We assess the structural imbalances in the interconnected
North European power system by solving a continuous-time
hydrothermal model with offshore wind power, and compare
the results to an analogous discrete-time model. The increased
cost of balancing the sub-hourly variations in the net-load
was found to be 0.53% of the discrete-time model system
costs per day. This cost increase is due to the overestimation
of the system flexibility in the discrete-time model. The
specific periods where the discrete-time model formulation
overestimates the system flexibility were pinpointed by fixing
the binary unit commitment decisions of the continuous-time
model to be equal to the optimal discrete-time commitment
solution. This resulted in a total of 55 MWh of load which
could not be covered by the committed units and represents
an additional requirement for fast system reserves that are not
needed in the continuous-time solution.
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